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ABSTRACT
Despite many exciting innovations in computer vision, recent studies reveal a number of risks in existing computer vision systems,
suggesting results of such systems may be unfair and untrustworthy.
Many of these risks can be partly attributed to the use of a training
image dataset that exhibits sampling biases and thus does not accurately reflect the real visual world. Being able to detect potential
sampling biases in the visual dataset prior to model development is
thus essential for mitigating the fairness and trustworthy concerns
in computer vision. In this paper, we propose a three-step crowdsourcing workflow to get humans into the loop for facilitating bias
discovery in image datasets. Through two sets of evaluation studies,
we find that the proposed workflow can effectively organize the
crowd to detect sampling biases in both datasets that are artificially
created with designed biases and real-world image datasets that are
widely used in computer vision research and system development.
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INTRODUCTION

Computer vision technologies have been applied to an increasingly
wide range of applications from autonomous navigation, to medical
image analysis, to precision agriculture [7, 9]. Despite many exciting
innovations, recent studies reveal a number of risks in using existing computer vision systems, suggesting results of such systems
may be unfair or untrustworthy. For example, major commercial
facial analysis tools were shown to have substantial accuracy disparities for people of different genders or with different skin colors [3].
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Visual semantic role labeling models were found to exhibit societal
biases and stereotypes [23], such as frequently associating certain
activity labels with specific gender (e.g., associate “cooking” with
woman). Even worse, seemly accurate image classifiers may in fact
have picked up spurious correlations between objects and irrelevant background information, rather than recognizing meaningful
features of the objects [14].
Many of the risks embedded in modern computer vision systems
can be partly attributed to the use of a training dataset that is biased.
Indeed, the computer vision community has long recognized that
many visual datasets present varying degrees of build-in bias due to
factors such as photographic style of photographers and selection
from dataset curators [18]. Using these biased datasets to train
machine learning models for addressing different computer vision
tasks naturally leads to the phenomenon of “bias in, bias out” and
results in undesirable performance. Thus, to mitigate the fairness
and trustworthy concerns in computer vision, it is critical to start
the entire pipeline with high-quality visual datasets that, at least,
are authentic representations of the visual world. In other words,
being able to detect sampling biases of a dataset prior to developing
models using the dataset is a key step in guarding against unfair or
untrustworthy outcomes in computer vision.
While a few techniques have been developed to automatically
detect dataset biases [19], the non-structured nature of visual data
makes bias detection in image datasets particularly challenging.
This is because no human-comprehensive attributes can be directly
leveraged from the dataset to reason about the statistical associations between different features of the data. On the other hand, humans have the innate capability to understand images and identify
patterns in images. This naturally leads us to ask, can we leverage
the wisdom of the crowd to detect sampling biases of image dataset?
In this paper, we present such a human-in-the-loop approach
to facilitate the bias detection in image datasets. Specifically, we
present a crowdsourcing workflow which uses an image dataset
provided by its curator as the input and outputs a list of statements
by the crowd to represent sampling biases of the input image dataset.
Our workflow will guide crowd workers to subsequently work on
a series of three interconnected tasks: (1) inspect random samples
of images from the input dataset and describe their similarity using
a question-answer pair, (2) review separate random samples of
images from the input dataset and provide answers to questions
solicited from the previous step, and (3) judge whether statements
of the image dataset that are automatically generated using the
questions and answers collected accurately reflect the real world.
This workflow is further augmented by back-end text processing
techniques to deal with the noisy inputs from the crowd.
We conduct two studies to evaluate how the workflow enables
the crowd to uncover biases, in both artificially-created image
datasets with designed biases and real-world image datasets that
have been frequently used in computer vision research and system
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development. Our results show that following our workflow, crowd
workers can successfully discover all intentionally injected biases
in the artificial datasets. More importantly, the crowd also effectively identifies a large number of meaningful sampling biases for
real-world datasets, and their precision and recall in bias detection
are 0.546 and 0.786, respectively, suggesting they are less precise
but more complete than an individual expert in detecting biases.

2

attributes of images, and on these identified attributes, the distributions of attribute values observed within the given image dataset
are different from those in the real visual world. For example, in a
dataset of car images, “car type” can be considered as such a biased
attribute if for the majority of images in this dataset, the type of car
is sedan. A straightforward way to obtain these biased attributes
is to have people (e.g., crowd workers) inspect the image dataset
and find out attributes that contain biases. However, had the crowd
workers been asked to inspect an entire set of image data (which
often contains at least a few hundreds of images), they can be easily
overloaded with the large number of images and may hardly find
any meaningful biased attribute. Thus, to mitigate the information
overload, we instead ask crowd workers to search for biased attributes by inspecting a small portion of images of the dataset, with
the assumption that sampling biases for the entire dataset likely
also exist in subsets.
Specifically, in each task of Step 1, we present a crowd worker
with a set of n images that are randomly sampled from the input
image dataset1 . Workers are told that these images are collected to
enable the automatic detection of the target object X (e.g., car), and
they are asked to carefully inspect these images and find similarities
between them. We intentionally ask workers to search for similarity
between images rather than identifying biases, as similarity is an
easier concept for laypeople to understand. In an early design of the
workflow, we ask workers to provide names for those attributes on
which they find similarity across the n images. We find, however, the
quality of crowd-generated attributes following this design is not
very high—crowd workers often input the names of common objects
in the images or input attributes without sufficient explanations,
which makes it difficult to interpret what exactly the attribute refers
to (e.g., suggest “color” as an attribute without specifying whether
it means the color of an object or the color of the background).
To solve this problem, inspired by recent efforts in collecting
visual questions from the crowd [1], we redesign the first step and
ask workers to describe the similarity they find across the n images
using a question-answer pair, and the question in the pair is then
used to characterize the attribute on which workers find similarity.
This design allows us to obtain more contexts for the attribute, and
thus confusion is decreased. More specifically, we ask workers to
start their questions with “What,” “Where,” “When,” or “How,” as it
has been showed that most questions generated by the crowd when
describing images start with these interrogative words [1]. Workers
are free to find similarities on any part of the images, including
the objects and the background. We further instruct workers not
to ask questions regarding the name or common characteristics of
the target object X (e.g., “How many wheels does a car have?”). In
other words, we nudge workers into identifying those “unusual”
similarities across images which possibly imply biases.
Each worker is encouraged to generate as many unique questions
as they can to describe the similarities among images shown to them.
As different workers get different samples of the image dataset,
the task of inspecting the entire image dataset is accomplished
jointly by a group of workers. The output of Step 1, then, is a list
of candidate biased attributes produced by the group of workers,
in which each attribute is described through a question.

RELATED WORK

The computer vision community has long recognized the influence
of dataset biases on the performance of object detection and classification [11, 18]. Recent discussions on whether results produced
by computer vision systems are appropriate and fair further draw
attention to this issue and raise the awareness of the potential negative impact of dataset biases [3, 10, 23]. As a result, multiple efforts
are undertaken to identify limitations of existing computer vision
datasets and remedy issues that may result in problematic usage, including the biased representations of visual world in image datasets
(e.g., [22]). So far, these efforts to improve the quality of image
datasets are led by researchers, with relative limited participation
from the general public, despite that the wisdom of the crowd has
previously been utilized in many different tasks, including label
annotation [16, 20], image segmentation [4], and semantic attribute
generation [13, 17], to enhance computer vision systems.
In this paper, we explore a human-in-the-loop approach to actively engage the crowd to help detect biases in image dataset. The
task of bias detection is inherently complex, and previous research
in crowdsourcing has shown the success of decomposing complex
tasks into small “micro-tasks” and engaging different crowds in
working on different subtasks to collectively solve the grand problem [2, 5, 12]. Following this spirit, we decompose the bias detection
task into a workflow of three interconnected steps: question generation, answer collection, and bias judgment. The design of the first
step of our workflow—having the crowd to inspect image samples
from a dataset and then generate question-answer pairs to describe
similarity between these images—is inspired by both the recent
research on visual question collection from the crowd to improve
image understanding [1], and previous research on soliciting semantic attributes and clusters of images from the crowd [13, 17, 21].

3

CROWDSOURCING WORKFLOW

To leverage the wisdom of the crowd to detect potential biases
hidden in image datasets, we propose a three-step crowdsourcing
workflow. This workflow takes an image dataset that is provided
by its curator as an input, and outputs a list of potential biases of
this dataset. In this paper, we focus on detecting biases for image
datasets that are constructed for facilitating the recognition of a
particular type of object X (e.g., a dataset of car which enables a
computer vision system to classify whether a car exists in an image).
We further restrict on discovering sampling biases of image datasets
(i.e., biases that are manifested as the image dataset fails to closely
represent the real visual world). Figure 1 depicts our workflow,
described in detail in the following subsections.

3.1

Step 1: Question Generation

In essence, the problem of detecting sampling biases of an image dataset requires the identification of human-comprehensive

1n

2

is a parameter of the workflow that can be tuned.
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Figure 1: A three-step crowdsourcing workflow to detect sampling biases presented in an image dataset.
Post-processing. Crowd workers may describe the same kind
Post-processing. Similar as that in Step 1, for each question, workof similarity using different questions. To reduce the redundancy
ers may generate answers of similar meanings using different words.
among the crowd-generated questions, we utilize spaCy, an open
To reduce redundancy, we first enable auto-complete as a worker
source natural language processing tool which is shown to have
types the answer to a question, such that all existing answers to
superior performance in dependency parsing [6], to conduct realthe same question will be shown as suggestions for the worker to
time text comparison and merge questions generated by workers.
consider as long as they contain the substring currently entered
Specifically, given two questions, we remove all stop words in both
by the worker. Furthermore, after Step 2 is finished, we again use
questions and then compute a similarity score of the remaining
spaCy to identify similar answers to a question and merge them,
sentences based on word embeddings using spaCy. These two quesand a list of final answers is produced for each question. The weight
tions will be merged if their similarity score is above a threshold,
of each final answer to a question is then computed as the fracand the question with “higher quality”—quantified by having more
tion of workers who provide that answer. Given a question, if the
noun phrases and dependent clauses—will be used to represent
majority of workers choose to skip it, that means answers to this
this group of questions. Through a pilot study, we find that the
question are actually very diverse and therefore we consider it as
highest accuracy in question merging is achieved when merging
not characterizing actual sampling bias of the dataset. On the other
two questions only if their similarity score is above 0.76. Thus, 0.76
hand, if the highest weight is above a threshold τ for final answers
is used as our similarity score threshold in determining whether to
to a question, the highest-weight answer will be selected and tomerge two questions.
gether with the question, they will be rephrased into a declarative
statement s through a customized algorithm (e.g., “With most cars,
they are family size.”); the weight of the answer for this statement
3.2 Step 2: Answer Collection
is denoted as w s . Note that regardless of what w s is, the rephrased
Step 1 produces a list of candidate of biased attributes. However,
declarative statement s always suggests that the selected answer
similarities identified among n randomly sampled images may only
is the majority answer by adding the part “With most X ” where X
capture “biases” within that particular sample, and further valiis the name of the target object in the dataset (we will explain the
dation is needed to verify whether such a bias exists outside the
rationale of this below in Section 3.3). The threshold τ can be set
specific sample (e.g., a worker may ask “What is the color of the
by the curators of the dataset to reflect the degree of biases that
car?” suggesting the color of car as a potential biased attribute,
they are targeted at—the more they are interested in identifying
but in fact the worker may happen to have inspected a sample of
attributes of images on which values are unbalanced to a smaller
mostly white cars). Thus, in Step 2, we use questions generated
degree, the lower they should set the threshold τ .
in Step 1 as inputs and collect answers to each of them based on
different image data sampled from the given image dataset. Doing
so, we can gauge on the value distributions for each of the attributes
identified in Step 1 within the given image dataset, and thus filter
those attributes that do not contain biases.
In particular, in each task, a worker will be presented with m
images that are, again, randomly sampled from the input dataset2 ,
along with one question that is previously generated in Step 1.
Workers are asked to carefully review the images and then answer
the question using a simple word or phrase. If at least half of the m
images share the same answer to the question, the worker is asked
to enter that answer; otherwise, the worker can click a button
to skip the question. By design, each question will be answered
multiple times, each time with respect to a different sample of m
images, to cover the entire dataset. Thus, together, Step 2 allows us
to obtain a rough estimate of answer distribution for each of the
questions generated in Step 1 within the given image dataset.
2 Similar

3.3

Step 3: Bias Judgment

Finally, Step 3 takes the set of statements produced in Step 2 as
inputs. Crowd workers are told that these statements describe a
dataset of images of the target object X and are generated by previous workers inspecting the dataset. They are asked to judge, based
on their common sense knowledge and subjective belief, whether
each of the statements is true in the real visual world for images
containing the target object X . To avoid biasing worker’s mental
model of the real visual world, we do not provide workers with
any samples of the image dataset in this step. As mentioned earlier,
each of the statements claims the “majority” value of an attribute
for images in the dataset (e.g., “With most cars, they are family
size.” suggests the majority value of attribute “car size” is family
size). Thus, given a statement s on a particular attribute, the higher
fraction of workers indicating the statement as not accurately reflecting the real world (denote the fraction as fs ), the more balanced
the real-world value distribution on this attribute should be. That

as before, m is another parameter of the workflow that can be tuned.
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Figure 2: Inputs and outputs of the workflow in our two evaluation studies. Top panel: sample images of the image datasets
used in Study 1 (the airplane dataset) and Study 2 (the car dataset); bottom panel: Top 10 “biases” with distinct meanings that
are detected by the crowd using our workflow for each dataset. Each bias is coded into one of the 4 categories: Known bias
(KB), additional bias (AB), unbiased similarity (US) or unrelated (U). KB and AB are considered correct detection of sampling
biases (highlight in green), while US and U are considered incorrect detection (highlight in red).
is, sorting the statements in decreasing order of fs , statements on
attributes whose real-world value distributions are more balanced
should rank higher in the list. This helps us to differentiate attributes that potentially reflect actual sampling biases of the dataset
from attributes that describe common characteristics of the target
object X and thus do not reflect biases (e.g., the attribute “number
of wheels” for a car; the value distribution on this attribute should
be very unbalanced and thus statements on this attribute should
rank low on the list). Given that in a statement, the selected answer
for the attribute is not always the majority answer with respect to
the input dataset, the final output of Step 3 is a list of the statements
sorted by the decreasing order of fs · w s . In this way, statements
that concern attributes whose real-world value distributions should
be balanced (i.e., high fs ) yet whose value distributions within the
given dataset are highly unbalanced (i.e., high w s ) will rank high
on the list, hence the ranking of the statements roughly reflects the
degree of biases. This list will be returned to dataset curators after
removing the “With most X ” part in each statement, so that further
investigation can be conducted on the dataset with respect to those
biases that are detected by the crowd.

3.4

its randomly-sampled subsets, we can restrict Step 1 and Step 2 on
any manageable portion of the input dataset.

4

EVALUATION

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed workflow, we conduct
two studies in which crowd workers are recruited from Amazon’s
Mechancial Turk (MTurk) to discover sampling biases in image
datasets following our workflow.

4.1

Study 1: Uncover Injected Biases

First, as a proof of concept, we manually create a small image dataset
in a way such that it exhibits sampling biases on a few attributes.
Then, using this dataset as the input to our workflow, we explore
whether these “injected” biases can be detected by the crowd, and
how well the workflow works in general.
4.1.1 Dataset. We select 120 images from the class of airplane
images of Caltech 101 [8] such that within this set of images, biases
exhibit on 4 attributes:
• Direction of airplane: 100% of images in this dataset have
airplanes pointing to the right.
• Status of airplane: 80% of images in this dataset have airplanes
parking on the ground.
• Size/Type of airplane: 80% of images have airplanes as mediumor large-size commercial airplanes.
• Color of airplane: 70% of images have airplanes that are
mostly white.

Additional Workflow Control

As our workflow places significant requirement on the capability of
reading and writing in English, we use a short English language test
to filter workers who have limited English proficiency. For tasks in
Step 1 and 2, workers are required to watch a short video which
explains the interface and presents instructions on how to complete
the task before they work on the task. On the other hand, task
interface for Step 3 is straightforward so only textual instructions
are provided. In addition, while our current design assumes that
all images in the input dataset will be inspected collectively by a
group of workers in Step 1, and each question produced in Step
1 will be answered with respect to samples of images that cover
the entire dataset by another group of workers in Step 2, this needs
not to be the case, especially for datasets of substaintially large
scale. In fact, to increase the capability of the workflow to scale to
large datasets, assuming sampling bias of a dataset also exists in

Figure 2 (upper left) shows some sample images in this dataset.
4.1.2 Experiment Procedure and Statistics. We post tasks for each
step of our workflow as Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs) on MTurk.
In particular, in Step 1, we set n = 3 and randomly divide the
entire set of 120 images into 40 samples of 3 images. In total, 14
workers inspect these samples and produce 116 questions, which
are eventually merged into a list of 42 questions by the NLP tool
spaCy. In Step 2, we set m = 4 and then randomly divide the entire
set of 120 images into 30 samples of 4 images. For each sample of 4
images, each of the 42 questions has been answered once by some
4
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worker, and a total of 229 final answers are generated for the 42
questions by 44 workers. We set τ = 0 to look for all potential biased
attributes of the image dataset, regardless of how unbalanced the
value distribution on the attribute is within the given dataset. Then,
based on the answers collected in Step 2, 32 questions are finally
rephrased into bias statements, each of which are reviewed by 20
workers in Step 3. Therefore, the output of Study 1 is a ranked list
of 32 statements of the dataset which are believed by the crowd as
representing sampling biases of the airplane dataset.

of biases, while questions and statements that are coded as the
other two categories are considered as incorrect detections.
More specifically, each annotator first codes the questions and
statements independently, and the agreement between annotators
is found to be high (i.e., Cohen’s kappa values are 0.668 and 0.737,
for the coding of 116 questions and 32 statements, respectively).
Then, to aggregate the coding results, the two annotators discuss
with each other to address categorizations for those questions and
statements that they code differently, and produce a final category
for each of them that both annotators agree. Figure 3a compares
the distributions of categories for the 116 questions produced by
crowd workers before merging, the 42 questions obtained after
merging, and the 32 statements that are generated at the end of
Step 2. It is found that in Step 1, before merging questions with
similar meanings, 70.7% of the questions generated by the crowd
(82 out of 116 questions) capture known biases or additional biases, and thus represent correct detection of dataset biases. Not
surprisingly, the fraction of questions that reflect correct detection
of biases decreases to 52.4% after question merging, as the merge
mostly occurs when multiple questions are generated to describe
the same type of biases. However, after Step 2, the percentage of
statements that represent actual biases increases back to 65.6%—
this is mainly because when collecting answers to each question,
the crowd tends to skip answering those unrelated questions, and
therefore a significant number of unrelated questions have been
filtered and are not rephrased into a statement about the dataset.
Finally, to see whether the ranking produced in Step 3 provides
reliable information on how likely each statement reflects actual
sampling biases of the dataset, we compute the precision and recall
for the top k (1 ≤ k ≤ 32) bias statements4 and plot the precisionrecall curve in Figure 3b. The area under this prevision-recall curve
(AUPRC) is high (i.e., AUPRC=0.893), suggesting that Step 3 ranks
correct bias statements higher on the output list—in fact, on the
ranked list, 80% of the top 10 statements characterize correct biases
while 60% of the bottom 10 statements capture incorrect biases.
In sum, our evaluation in Study 1 suggests that with respect to the
artificially created small image dataset of airplanes, our workflow
can effectively guide the crowd to discover the biases of this dataset,
and each step of the workflow serves as an essential component in
facilitating the detection of these biases.

4.1.3 Results. We evaluate the performance of our workflow on
whether it enables the crowd to detect reasonable biases of the
input dataset, and how each step of the workflow facilitates the
detection of these biases. In particular:
• Can the crowd identify meaningful biased attributes in Step 1?
• Through collecting answers to each question in Step 2, can
we remove questions that do not actually reflect biases of the
dataset?
• Does the ranking of statements produced in Step 3 reflect
how likely each statement represents real sampling bias of
the dataset?
First, we look into whether the crowd can uncover potential
biases in image dataset through our workflow. Figure 2 (lower left)
presents the top 10 “biases” with distinct meanings3 that are detected by the crowd for the airplane dataset following our workflow.
It is observed that the final list of 32 statements of dataset biases
not only includes all 4 biases of the dataset that are intentionally
designed by us, but also some additional biases of this dataset that
are not due to our intentional design. For example, the crowd find
that most airplane images are taken during the daytime, which
indeed represent a bias of the dataset (118 out of 120 images are
taken during the day). In other words, we confirm that using the
proposed workflow to organize the crowd, the crowd can effectively
detect biases in an image dataset.
We next aim to understand how each step of the workflow has
facilitated the detection of biases. To see how Step 1 has allowed
crowd workers to generate questions that describe potential biases
and how Step 2 has enabled the filtering of questions that do not
reflect actual biases, two co-authors of the paper code each of the
116 crowd-generated questions produced in Step 1, and each of the
32 statements produced in Step 2, into one of the 4 categories:

4.2

• Known bias: Biases that are intentionally injected by us to the
dataset.
• Additional bias: Biases that actually exist in the dataset but are
not intentionally injected by us.
• Unbiased Similarity: Common characteristics that are shared
by typical airplanes which do not represent biases (e.g., “how
many wings do planes have?”).
• Unrelated: Questions or statements that describe neither actual
sampling biases of the dataset nor similarity.

Study 2: Detect Bias in Real-World Datasets

We now move on to examine how our workflow performs when
it is used to guide the crowd to detect biases in real-world image
datasets. Compared to the artificial image dataset that we use in
Study 1, detecting biases in real-world image datasets presents at
least two new challenges. First, the size of real-world image datasets
is often large, and detecting biases for these large image datasets
places high requirement on the scalability of the workflow. Second,
the sampling biases presented in real-world image datasets may
be less extreme compared to the biases that we injected into our
artificial dataset, so it is interesting to see whether the crowd can
still detect these subtle biases using our workflow.

Intuitively, questions and statements that are categorized as
“known bias” or “additional bias” are considered as correct detection
3 Despite

4 When computing the precision and recall, we increase the recall at the k -th statement

our best effort to remove redundancy, the list of 42 questions produced in
Step 1 after merging still contains similar questions, which further results in bias
statements with similar meanings in Step 3.

only if the k -th statement reflects a correct bias and this bias has not been described
in any of the top k − 1 statements.
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Figure 3: Evaluation of workflow performance. 3a and 3c: distributions of correct and incorrect detection of biases for questions
generated in Step 1 and statements produced in Step 2; 3b and 3d: precision-recall curves for the ranked list output in Step 3.
4.2.1 Dataset. For Study 2, we use the class of car images from
the 4 categories, where “known bias” here is defined as the expertImageNet [15]—an image database that has been extensively used
identified biases, and “additional bias” refers to biases that are
in computer vision research and product development—as our input
identified only by the crowd but not by the experts. The annotation
dataset. This dataset contains a total of 1,300 car images, Figure 2
agreement between the two experts is relatively high (i.e., Cohen’s
(upper right) shows samples of images in it.
kappa values are 0.690 and 0.632, for the coding of 620 questions and
To obtain the ground-truth biases of this dataset, we recruit 6
108 statements, respectively). Again, after the independent coding,
students who have conducted research on biases in image datasets
the two experts discuss with each other to address disagreement.
for at least 2 years to serve as “experts” to inspect this dataset.
Figure 3c shows final results of category distributions. Considering
Specifically, each expert gets a random 10% sample of images in the
the union of known biases and additional biases as the correct biases,
car dataset, and the expert is asked to independently review these
we find that in Step 1, 56.9% (or 56.5%) of the questions generated
images and record as many biases that they have noticed in this
by the crowd before merging (or after merging) represent correct
sample as possible. On average, each expert records 10.3 biases. An
sampling biases of the dataset. Unrelated questions are effectively
aggregated list of 23 biases is then generated by merging similar
filtered through Step 2 (though questions characterizing unbiased
biases identified by individual experts, and two experts further go
similarity do not), and the percentage of statements that represent
through this list to categorize whether each bias actually represents
correct biases is 54.6% at the end of Step 2. Figure 3d further shows
meaningful sampling bias of the dataset. It is found that 21 out of
the precision-recall curve for the ranked list produced as the output
the 23 biases can be considered as correct biases. We thus use these
of Study 2, and the curve has a relatively high AUPRC of 0.626,
21 biases as the final list of expert-identified biases of the dataset.
indicating the ranking is reasonable.
Finally, to understand how well the crowd performs in detecting
4.2.2 Experiment Procedure and Statistics. Different from that in
dataset biases as compared to the experts, we compute the precision
Study 1, in this Study, we only ask crowd workers to jointly inspect
and recall for the 108 biases that are generated by the crowd followa portion of the input dataset (rather than the entire dataset) to
ing our workflow, and for the biases identified by each individual
increase the scalability of our workflow. In particular, in Step 1, we
expert, separately. It is found that the crowd’s precision and recall
take a random 50% sample of the input dataset and divide them into
are 0.546 and 0.786, respectively, while on average, the precision
samples of 3 images (i.e., n = 3). 44 workers inspect these samples
and recall for an expert are 0.883 and 0.333. In other words, comand produce 620 questions, which have been further merged into
pared to an expert, biases detected for a real-world image dataset
154 questions by spaCy. In Step 2, we then take a random 60% of
by the crowd following our workflow have a lower but acceptable
images from the rest of the dataset (hence it is 30% of the entire
precision, and they are much more complete.
input dataset) and divide them into samples of 4 images (i.e., m = 4).
478 workers take Step 2 tasks to review these 4-image samples
5 CONCLUSIONS
and together, they generate 787 final answers to all 154 questions,
In this paper, we present a crowdsourcing workflow to organize
among which 108 are rephrased into bias statements. Finally, the list
laypeople to detect potential sampling biases in an image dataset.
of 108 statements is reviewed by 27 workers in Step 3, and therefore
Through two sets of evaluation studies, we find that the crowd
the output of Study 2 is a ranked list of 108 statements of the dataset
can effectively discover many reasonable biases of image datasets
which are believed by the crowd as representing sampling biases
using our workflow. Our results highlight the promise of bringing
of the car dataset.
humans into the loop to improve the quality of visual datasets and
increase the fairness and trustworthy of computer vision results.
4.2.3 Results. Figure 2 (lower right) presents the top 10 “biases”
In the future, we are interested in conducting comparative studies
with distinct meanings that are detected in this car dataset by the
to rigorously examine how parameters of the workflow (e.g., n, m
crowd following our workflow. We find that among the 21 expertand τ ) influence its performance (i.e., precision and recall of the
identified biases, 15 of them (71.4%) are also detected by the crowd,
detected biases). Evaluations with substantially larger datasets (e.g.,
while the crowd also find 7 additional biases that is not detected by
at the level of hundreds of thousands of images) are also needed
the experts (e.g., “No car have license plate on front”).
to provide guidance on further scaling the current workflow (e.g.,
Then, similar as before, we ask two of our experts to indepenwhat’s
the minimum portion of dataset that needs to be inspected
dently classify each of the 620 crowd-generated questions in Step
by the crowd to allow reliable detection of biases?).
1 and each of the 108 statements produced in Step 2 into one of
6
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